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The Engineer’s Cab: Tim Nixon
Wow! I’m still recovering from the N-Scale Enthusiast Convention in Pittsburgh! While
Baltimoreans may hate the Steel City for its sports teams, I think all of us who attended the convention from BANTRAK will agree it was a GREAT place of a model railroading convention. The hotel was
situated between the CSX and Norfolk Southern mainlines on the south bank of the Monongahela,
so there was a constant procession of trains for those who enjoy railfanning. For those who enjoyed
model trains, there were some great layouts to run on, including the main Ntrak layout, the Eastern
N-lines Alliance layout, and the T-Trak layout. And the best part was you could do both at once, as the
layout room had windows overlooking the CSX tracks; it was fun to watch everyone stop and look toward the windows at the call of “TRAIN”. The convention also included a modeling contest with some
great entries, live and silent auctions, and the Swap-O-Rama/public show that featured numerous
vendors and manufacturers.
Pittsburgh also offered a number of attractions outside the convention hotel. You could ride
one of the two operating inclines to the top of Mt. Washington for an outstanding view of the city, you
could take a dinner cruise on the river, or you could go on one of the tours offered by the convention.
BANTRAK was well represented at this year’s convention. Nine club members went to set-up
and operate the layout; Alan Del Gaudio, Al Potter, LeRoy Brandimore, Eric Payne, David Betz, Paul &
Vicky Dilley, Jack Walsh, and myself. Two club members, Skip Hayes and Mark Bandy, attended and
helped the NSE with running the convention. Additional club members, including Josh Surkosky and
Ed Kapuscinski, came up to partake in the festivities for at least a day. Altogether that means almost
25% of the club membership attended all or part of this year’s convention and I think most of us had a
great time. If you have never attended one of these conventions, I urge you to consider doing so. For
those thinking ahead, next year’s convention is in Salt Lake City, Utah, which is a bit of a road trip but
also is not out of the question for those who might want to see more of the good old USA.
Housekeeping items
Raffle Layout – Paul Dilley is coordinating this year’s raffle layout. He (hopefully) will be holding work sessions this month; please
volunteer your time and labor to help out if you can. Look for more
The Engineer’s Cab..................... 1
info from Paul.
Report from Pittsburgh............... 2
Module Worksession – As some of you know, a group of us
T-Trak update.............................. 3
went together and purchased some module frames at the April Scale
Convention Highlights............. 4-6
Show. Eric and Martin have some plans for these new frames; look for Railfanning Pittsburg............... 7-9
info from Eric on the work sessions to start work on these.
NScaleWeekend........................ 10
July Meeting – the July meeting will be at the annual club
Train Spotting........................... 11
picnic at Alan Del Gaudio’s home in Ellicott City. The picnic is schedule
Calendar................................... 12
for SATURDAY July 29th; Alan will be sending further information on
the picnic in the coming days.
Next Meeting...

In the issue...

Happy Railroading!
Tim Nixon
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Report from Pittsburgh: Jack Walsh
As for what we did in Pittsburgh, on

Saturday morning Tim and I took what turned
out to be about a four mile walk. We started
by walking across the Smithfield Street
Bridge, the one near the P&LE RR Building.

Taking the Monongahela Incline back
down to the river level brought us back to
river level and a short walk back to the
Sheraton. It really did not feel like four miles
until I got out the Pittsburgh map and started
adding up the distances. It’s a wonder that
both of us did not sleep through the banquet,
but then Tim was getting up every five minutes to claim another prize.
From there it was through the business district that had several empty buildings
to the Point State Park. When we were at the
Point, we met a couple on bicycles and his
mother. They were about to start out on their
honeymoon a bike trip down the Allegheny
Trail to Washington, D.C. They were figuring
on getting there the next Friday, that’s about
50 miles a day. From the Point we walked
across the Fort Pitt Bridge back to our side of
the river.
We took the Duquesne Incline up to
Mount Washington. From there we walked
along the ridge looking down on the city
and the rivers. While we were up there we
stopped at a local dinner called the MicroDiner and had a very nice lunch.
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T-Trak Update / Editorial: Chris Hyland
This month I’m not talking just

T-Trak, I am talking CAR BOXES: Car boxes
USE THEM!!!!! Don’t be that guy who strips
down 100 jewel boxes to run a train. It takes
too darn long and you get to spend most
of your running time doing set up. Worse
when it comes time to take off the train, back
come out all the little car boxes again. And
they do not hold up under transport. Your
humble author knows all about this one. It is
a pain to carry them about and they quickly
get smashed or leave damage to your rolling
stock.
Kato has long had a solution. The
bookcase boxes which are cut out to hold
several cars. These are the vinyl boxes with the
high impact foam in them that cost around 20
bucks if you can find them. The downside is
getting a ready supply of them when they are
in. The other option is to order from overseas.
This can be sometimes easier ironically than
getting them here. Then you have to pay for
the shipping. Deluxe boxes were great, but
only held a small amount of cars. And waiting
for these boxes to get remade, ha! Long time
coming. But for a long time there was no
“Made in the USA” boxes outside of the big,
almost pizza box size ones that set sail in the
breeze.
Even better than this, the High
Iron Boxes of old have returned to be
manufactured. For about the same price as a
KATO box, around 20 bucks, you get double
the storage space. For those who never got
the High Iron boxes, they were a truly great
box. The box is made out of stiff white card
board. It is about the same size as a T Trak
single module. They are all double decker
boxes and can carry about 24 to 30 50 ft.
freight cars. They also have boxes for 40
ft. and passenger cars. The foam has been
improved to last longer and not deteriorate.
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Even better is that the glue used
to hold the foam together has also been
improved. The original boxes had a tendancy
to have the notches slip off the foam floor of
the carrying case. They are pretty much just
what the doctor ordered for your shipping
woes. And they even got rid of the BNSF/Santa
Fe stickers that were on the original set of
boxes.
So where do I get these fine boxes?
Near Williamsburg, VA from Gowers’ Custom
N-scale.
Jeff can be contacted at :
jagowers2000@gmail.com
Once again, do you really want to be
“that guy”? Also you are supporting a real
local US business that produces something
that we have needed so long in N-Scale.
-Chris Hyland
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Convention Highlights: Alan Del Gaudio
BANTRAK had a wonderful show and

the NSC 2017 was a great show! First, the
venue was wonderful for scenery, with a great
vista of Pittsburgh across the Monongahela
River, plenty of opportunity for CSX railfanning out the back windows of the hotel with
NS just a block away and 40 feet higher on the
other side of the hotel. Then there were the
inclined railways as well. Jack and Tim had
a good time with them. The hotel was very
nice, with a friendly, accommodating staff and
plenty of nice places to eat within a block.
The Pittsburgh and Lake Erie station was in
great shape, a block from the hotel and home
to a fine restaurant (but not cheap).
Many of us arrived Wednesday,
dropping off modules and then got to work
on Thursday morning, assembling most of
our 13 modules in the layout. Our remaining
modules arrived JIT. The loop we were a
part of was completed by 2 PM. In addition
to our lucky 13, we had modules from Steve
(Razor) Gillett and Richard Fisher of NEONS
(Northeast Oklahoma N-Scalers) and a very
slick, hugely entertaining carnival from
Roland Kelly along with a module from Peter
Wisniewski of Northeast NTRAK. All in all, we
got along very well in our Loop B (surely for
BANTRAK?) of the 3-loop layout we were a
part of.

While we had a modest wait for the
Junction modules to complete the spine to
Loop A, Bruce Alcock, the overall coordinator
had his modules and junction set up to
connect us to Loop C. And by the time we
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finished lunch, we were able to incorporate
the 2 junctions for the spine connecting Loops
A to B. Joiners were in by 4 PM and trains
were running on all 3 lines of Loop B moments
later.
We ran Thursday night with a number
of guest runners happy our layout worked so
well. If I remember right, people from other
layout remarked “your layout works!”
Friday morning, Tim and Steve with a little
help from LeRoy had the Red line running on
all 3 loops.

It was a pleasure to see so many
modules from the runners’ perspective. Some
were really cool and some were very familiar
from the Bedford shows. And even those
look different when you run on them, not
just walking by admiring them. Yes, there
were a few snafus and a couple of interesting
lessons learned, like the long arched Tomix
truss bridge isn’t friendly for double stacks, in
particular, Scale Trains reefer containers when
doubled. (But it’s nothing insurmountable,
were it mine, a few snips and swipes of a file
would easily rectify that).
Some clubs used the Kato sliding
connectors for their modules. We learned
if they are not aligned straight, it can cause
subtle havoc, but nonetheless, the use of
these is food for thought. Putting in joiner
tracks is becoming increasingly difficult as we
see the graying trend continue in our hobby.
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Convention Highlights: Alan Del Gaudio

Well, not the gray so much as the keen
eyesight.
I had a lot of fun running the layout
with a coal drag, covered hoppers and box
cars (with and without double stacks in the
consist). I think the last time I enjoyed a
layout like this was San Diego, though Denver
was a hoot as well. Many BANTRAK trains ran
the Red Line including LeRoy’s insane AMTRAK
Auto train.
The Carnival on our loop and the 3
Hulett Unloaders that were on a module in
the Burning River a Loop were really neat
modules and Al Potter’s mountain town is
among the nicest of modules!
As far as dining, our intrepid bunch
of merry N-scalers frequented several
restaurants, tasted different food and beer,
collectively flirted with pretty waitresses who
were kind, found some fine Hershey’s Ice
Cream nearby and saw a lot of 1:1 scale trains.
Train-nerd Nirvana!
The weather was terrific for almost
the entire venue. Jack and Tim did a 4 mile
walkabout which they report on. Despite the
fact it’s home for hockey and football teams
not greatly cheered for in our town, Pittsburgh
is an interesting and attractive cityand less
than 4 hours away.
Sadly, all things must pass and on early
Saturday afternoon we packed up the layout,
starting at 2:15 and loaded up in our cars by
3:30. The entire NSC did a fine thing as we
cleared the ball room in plenty of time for it to
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be prepared for a nice young couple about to
take their foray into matrimony.
As far as the show, a quick tour of the
vendors had me feeling there are lot of things
(at least for me) to look forward to: Things
that caught my attention, but they are only a
fraction of what’s on the way:
Intermountain SD40s with ESU Lok sound, in
B&O/Chessie scheme
Fox Valley CSX fantasy Heritage units
due late summer
Kato Milwaukee Hiawatha. Probably a
USRA 2-10-2 streamer [rats, probably means
no 4-6-4 Dreyfuss Hudson]
Atlas 60-foot heavy weights, new
tooling it seems; combine, RPO, observation
and coach; GP 9 TTs
We did not see Bachmann or
Broadway, nor Walthers [come-on Walthers,
how about the Ashmore Hotel in N-scale?!
After this, I have to give some thought
to Salt Lake City.
Many thanks to our club members
who participated in the layout:
Alan Potter, David Betz, Eric Payne, Jack
Walsh, Paul and Vicky Diley, Tim Nixon and
myself.
Also thanks to David’s dad, Don for
helping with the layout, Ryan and Lauren
for contributing modules, and Martin for his
coaching and BANTRAK for support.
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Convention Highlights:
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Railfanning Pittsburgh: Ed Kapuscinski
The 2017 N Scale Enthusiast conven-

tion was held at the Station Square Sheraton
in Pittsburgh, providing a great base of operations for some railfanning around the convention activities. In addition to rail photos, I also
took a few of the city.

Our railfanning began on Friday night when
we decided to head to CP Pitt, but found its
suitability as a place to hang out compromised
by the some construction. We returned the
next day though, and worked our way around
the fencing to capture some shots of the AVR
passing through.
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From there we headed to Braddock, home
of the Edgar Thomson Steel Works. While
driving through Braddock we discussed why,
even with an operating steel mill still in town,
Braddock seems so run down. Our thoughts
were that, as the wages at the mill have
climbed over time, and transportation systems
have improved (i.e., highways everywhere),
those who had the means moved out from the
“mill town” to fancier places. That left behind
only those without the means, and a town
that no longer had its initial purpose.

Usually while in Braddock we try and
catch the Union, but today when we were
poking around behind the mill to see the basic
oxygen furnace; we lucked out with some CSX
action. One funny thing we noticed while in
Pittsburgh was the Hunter Harrison effect:
trains that might’ve been a unit auto rack
train before are now combined with regular
manifest freight. This one was no different.
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Railfanning Pittsburgh: Ed Kapuscinski
From there it was off to dinner at
the Shiloh Grill in Mount Washington (which
I would HIGHLY recommend). They had a
cheeseburger chimichanga and an Arrested
Development joke in the menu. They also had
an entire selection of Manhattans (our house
cocktail) and a great porch to sit on.
We then returned to the hotel to
railfan from the balcony. We didn’t see a ton
of action, and nothing worth photographing,
but we did have a good time.

While we were up there, we also
checked out the scenic overlook. The views
are beautiful.

That last photo helps explain our
slightly late start on Sunday, which only
brought us to NS at Wilmerding where we
caught some yard power leaving Pitcairn
yard.
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Railfanning Pittsburgh: Ed Kapuscinski
We had planned to head towards
home when we heard a coal train approaching
with an ex-Con SD60 leader. It was surprising
to me how few Top Gons are still floating
around. They were so ubiquitous on NS just a
few weeks ago.

National Train Show:
Orange County Convention Center
August 4 - 6, 2017
9800 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819
Friday, August 4, 2017
12:00 Noon – 6:00 PM
Saturday, August 4, 2017 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM
Sunday, August 6, 2017 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM
NTS Website: www.nationaltrainshow.org
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Train Spotting: David Betz

Came accross this classic steam locomotive while visiting Spain.
It was used to pull wine trains in the day.

BANTRAK Membership: Al Palewicz
BANTRAK does a significant amount of
charitable activity, although we rarely think
of it that way because we get pleasure out
of it. When you think about it, that is as it
should be with all giving from the heart.
What is our charitable activity? Our
major participation is in the B&O Museum’s
(which is a charitable organization) Annual
Festival of Trains. Our display has been a major draw for people to come to the Museum
for many years, both recent and in the past.
There are plenty more examples, this is just
one.
Please contact Treasurer Alan Del
Gaudio for more information regarding your
membership status and roster questions or
contact Al Palewicz with general questions.
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Member Benefits:
• Sharing of your
knowledge (railroading & modeling) with others of
similar interests
• Access to railroading and modeling
knowledge of other
members
• National exposure
and recognition of
your endeavors in
modeling

• H
 ands on activities: Club modules
- track, wiring and
scenery. Raffle
layout - track and
scenery Members’
layouts
• Recognition as
being part of a
Nationally known
club.
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BANTRAK 2017 CALENDAR
Date
July 29th

Location
Alan Del Gaudio’s home

Contact
Alan Del Gaudio

August 18-20th N-Scale Weekend

Altoona PA

Martin Meyer

Type
Meeting/
Picnic
Show

September 17th Club Meeting

TBD

Tim Nixon

Meeting

Timonium Fair Grounds

TBD

Show

TBD

TBD

Meeting

October 6-8

Event
Club Meeting

Great Scale Show

November 19th Club Meeting

BANTRAK CALL BOARD
CLUB WORK SESSION 2017

Contact Tim Nixon, Eric Payne, Paul Diley, or Ed Kapuscinski for work session information.

BANTRAK was founded in 1983 as the Greater Baltimore N-Scale Associates. Begun as a “round
robin” group to share skills and experiences, we have expanded our focus to include participation in many diverse activities to promote model railroading in general and N-Scale model railroading in particular. Activities include participation in local, regional and national shows, meets
and conventions. BANTRAK membership includes membership in the national NTRAK organization.
The BANTRAK Newsletter is the official publication of Baltimore Area N-TRAK (BANTRAK), Inc.
This is your newsletter! Please send articles, photos, and suggestions to newsletter@bantrak.net
Editor: David Betz
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